Got any Friends?
Bring them along and save!

GROUP
OF 5-10
5 PIECES OF EQUIPMENT
• 3 Excavators
• 2 Bulldozers
2-30 minute rotations

*Additional Equipment Pieces available starting at $169*

GROUP
OF 9-18
9 PIECES OF EQUIPMENT
• 3 Excavators
• 2 Bulldozers
• 2 Skid Steers
• 2 Mini Excavators
2-30 minute rotations

$ 1345

Ready to fulfill your childhood

DREAM
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contact us!

702-222-4344
info@digthis.info
www.DigThisVegas.com

Our facility

3012 S. Rancho Drive Las Vegas, NV

$1950

More than 18? No problem!
CALL US DIRECTLY FOR PRICING!

A NEW WAY to

GROUP ADD-ON OPTIONS

TRANSPORTATION
Round trip transportation can be arranged for
any size group. Call for availability & pricing.
(Starting at $85 RT)
CATERING
We offer a plethora of catering options in every price range. From Grab & Go sandwiches
to sit down meals and even a full bar available.
NIGHT DIGS
Conferences during the day? Busy Daily
Schedule?No problem! Organize your night
event and let the lights of The Las Vegas Strip
be your backdrop.
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GET DIRTY
FOLLOW us!

in vegas

Search DigThisVegas on:

BOOK YOUR EXPERIENCE NOW
DigThisVegas.com

.

702-222-4344

3012 S. Rancho Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89102
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DIG This EXPERIENCES

EXCAVATOR (AGE 12+)

MINI EXCAVATOR (AGE 8+)

AGGRESSION SESSION (AGE 14+)

Dig, push and lift your way to fun on our
massive 315C Excavators. You take the controls while your instructor guides you through
a series of exercises including digging gigantic
trenches, stacking 2,000 pound tires and
playing bucket basketball!

Enjoy the thrill of operating this fun sized
digger. Participants will dig deep with a
hydraulic boom and bucket, test their skill
playing excavator basketball and back fill
with a blade and bucket.

Unleash your frustrations on a perfectly good
car and crush it to your hearts content with our
30,000 lb CAT excavator. You will be given a can
of spray paint to write your thoughts on the car
then look out...destroy that thought with a force
like none other! Skip your shrink for an
appointment at the Aggression Session!

$269/90-minutes

$189/70-minutes

$650/45-minutes

KNOW BEFORE YOU GO
Upon arrival, all participants are required to
take a Breathalyzer test. Before beginning your
experience, you will also go through a safety
orientation before you take control.
Any questions please give us a call!

They Dig Us!

BULLDOZER (AGE 14+)

SKID STEER (AGE 8+)

Push, pull and rip your way to excitement on our
huge D5 Bulldozers. You take the controls while
your instructor guides you through a series of
exercises including carving out a trench, pushing gigantic tires and teeter-tottering over a
mega dirt mound!
$269/90-minutes

In the luxury of a climate controlled cab, enjoy
moving tons of dirt, skillfully navigating a slalom
course and moving and stacking 1,000lb tires!
These speedy little track loaders are a ton of fun
to operate!
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“Equipment was in perfect condition and very easy to use; i
was able to use the equipment within an minute of instruction!
I had an awesome time and would definitely do this again.
I could dig all day long, this was a great time and the staff
was very helpful. I only did the mini dig and would definitely
recommend the full dig experience!”

“This is one of those experiences that sounds a little bit “silly,”
to “dig in the dirt” with a big excavator. But it’s absolutely
fantastic, and is the kind of experience that you’ll never
forget. My husband bought it for me as a present, and I had
so much fun I was sorry when it ended."

$169/70-minutes
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